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Accelerated file transfer software is not new. It’s been around for many years, embedded within the vast onpremises infrastructures of the largest media brands. For those teams of content producers, it’s been a critical
piece of their workflow architecture and their business success. But, over the past few years, the introduction
of SaaS accelerated file transfer solutions have changed how that core technology is delivered, managed and
priced — opening up new possibilities for every media company.
It goes without saying that the process of producing and delivering content is ever-evolving, and new
challenges and new solutions arise at every step. In particular, supporting today’s globally distributed teams
and the demand for higher resolution content makes managing the cost of production increasingly difficult.
These challenges have many components. But one aspect that is often overlooked is how organizations are
moving their precious video content around as part of the pre-production, post and distribution phases of the
workflow. Solutions that were once “good enough” to get the job done — like FTP or shipping physical media
— are rapidly being replaced with purpose-built file transfer tools. Here are five reasons why.

1. DISTRIBUTED TEAMS REQUIRE A NEW APPROACH
Bringing final content to market very rarely happens under one roof or in one location anymore. More and
more teams of media professionals are working around the globe. Obviously, production teams work remotely
when they’re filming on location. And now, with the help of technology, media organizations can build
distributed teams and get access to the talent they need regardless of where they’re located, giving them a
competitive advantage. In order to make this work well, organizations need to consider implementing a fast
file transfer solution that is not only accessible globally, but moves large files fast, especially when bandwidth
speeds are less than optimal.
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VIDEO PRODUCTION
TEAMS CAN NO LONGER
SETTLE FOR ‘GOOD
ENOUGH’ METHODS FOR
SENDING AND SHARING
THEIR VIDEO ASSETS.
FAST FILE TRANSFER
SOLUTIONS HAVE BECOME
BUSINESS CRITICAL TO
THE PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION PROCESS.

2. FILE SIZES ARE GROWING
The demand for higher resolution content is driving innovation of production technology like cameras, audio
equipment and software. While HD has been the norm for some time, Ultra HD (UHD) content is now becoming
mainstream — especially with media acquisition — and media professionals have to think about how their
entire toolset is helping them meet those demands. High-resolution content means exponentially larger files
sizes. Moving large files around within the pre and post workflows or distributing final content to clients can
be especially difficult when you don’t have the right tools. If your team is delivering HD, UHD or even higher,
implementing a fast file transfer solution that will help you send content of any size is no longer a nice-to-have.
It’s business critical.

3. YOU CAN’T AFFORD DELAYS
When it comes to getting your files where they need to be, hope is not a strategy. The reality is that production
will often finish up later than you expected. Deadlines are hard and you still need to get your content out the
door. Any number of factors can cause you to miss deadlines, but transferring content files shouldn’t be one.
You can’t afford slow transfer times, or even worse, interruptions that force you to start the transfer all over
again. Implementing a solution that gives you reliable, fast file transfers and accurate predictability around when
your files will arrive is a strategy. Not only will it enable your employees and partners to focus on producing the
content, it will help you to create a positive experience for your customers whether they are reviewing pre-release
content or receiving the final cut.

4. CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MATTERS
Any time your customers are interacting with your brand they are forming an opinion of you. In today’s highlycompetitive world, it’s imperative that you delight your customers with the content you’re producing and their
experience working with you. Your file transfer solution is part of building that positive experience. The solution
needs to be reliable and fast, and not leave your customers disappointed because the file didn’t arrive when
they expected; or make them feel frustrated because it was too painful to use. They should be able to focus on
your content, not on how you’re delivering it to them — your solution should just work. It’s a necessary part of
today’s media business to have a cost-efficient, low-maintenance way to send and share content that ensures a
delightful customer experience.
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“AS A GLOBAL VIDEO
PRODUCTION COMPANY
THAT RELIED SOLELY
ON FEDEX AND FTP, IT’S
CLEAR THIS IS A TYPE
OF TECHNOLOGY OUR
INDUSTRY WILL SOON BE
UNABLE TO DO WITHOUT.”
– T
 OM DICERBO, MANAGING
PARTNER AND CO-OWNER,
SNIPPIES

5. YOUR BUSINESS IS GROWING
Moving digital video content has been part of the media business for over a decade, and there have been
solutions that have worked well enough for many organizations. But when considering the rapid growth in
file sizes, increased distribution of teams and the importance of customer experience, you’ll find that those
solutions are not built to scale as your business grows. Planning for the future means finding a solution that
has flexibility of deployment, is easy to manage and maintain, and the cost of expansion is proportional to
your size. Growth is hard, but managing your file transfer tools doesn’t have to be.
Managing cost and keeping profit margins healthy is as imperative as always. Fortunately the days where
every technology purchase requires significant capital investment are waning. The good news is that the
availability of cloud-hosted solutions and other advancements have given rise to powerful solutions that are
accessible to every size company, everywhere in the world. As a result, media professionals have affordable
access to the technology they need to stay competitive without breaking the bank, which includes fast file
transfer software. Investing today in the right solution will make a big impact on your business now and into
the future.

“USING MEDIA SHUTTLE
ALLOWS US TO SUPPORT
THIS NEXT-GENERATION
OF COLLABORATIVE
WORKFLOWS, AND DO
SO AT A MUCH MORE
REASONABLE COST. PLUS,
WE CAN GET CLIENTS SET
UP AND WORKING EASILY.”
– ZAK TUCKER, HARBOR PICTURES
CO-FOUNDER
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ABOUT SIGNIANT
Signiant is changing the way businesses move large, high-value digital assets around the world and into the cloud.
Their on-premises software products were originally adopted by Media & Entertainment enterprises, pioneers in
the electronic transport of large files. Over the last decade, Signiant has embraced cloud technology to create nextgeneration SaaS file transfer and cloud upload solutions with scalable, reliable, cost effective, and easy to deploy
capabilities.
Today, Media & Entertainment are no longer alone in the need to move massive files, and Signiant’s rapidly growing
customer base includes companies with digital assets ranging from satellite imagery and big data analytics to genome
sequences and biotech research. Signiant’s technologies work for every size company to provide: accelerated file
delivery up to 200 times faster than standard internet transfers; enterprise-class security along with full visibility and
control of transfers and storage; and simple user-friendly tools. Find out more at www.signiant.com.

Media Shuttle is a hybrid
SaaS solution that allows media
professionals to quickly transfer any
size file anywhere in the world.

Flight is an auto-scaling SaaS utility
that accelerates the transfer of large
data sets into and out of cloud object
storage.

Manager+Agents is an enterprise
software solution for automated
delivery of large files across
geographically dispersed locations.

Learn more:
www.signiant.com/mediashuttle

Learn more:
www.signiant.com/flight

Learn more:
www.signiant.com/manageragents
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